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To whom it may concern

The following is my Expert Report on Better Air’s BioZone Technology.
For a long period of time (years) the residents of the Governmental office building in the Northern District of Haifa
have complained of serious Odor problems originating from the AC systems, and reported many cases of
Headaches, Scorching of Skin and Eyes and additional ailments while in the building.
AlChem was appointed to evaluate the situation by the Government. A series of IAQ tests were executed on at the
end of November 2011. These tests included various Hazard assessments; amongst them was a Microbiological
Identification & Quantification. My recommendations were submitted and most were tended to.
On March of the same year (in conjunction with our evaluation) a Pilot was conducted on one of the floors of the
Building, applying the BioZone Technology which creates a Biological Competition, replacing Pathogenic Bacteria
with Beneficial (Probiotic) Bacteria inside the Air Ducts. The Pathogenic Bacteria are greatly responsible for the
above Ailments and discomforts in Humans who are exposed for many hours and days!
The Probiotic Bacteria in the BioZone Technology takes over the surfaces in the ducts and prevent Pathogenic
infection hence, creating a Safe and Protective Indoor Environment.
Due to the fact that there are no rules or regulations in Israel at the moment dealing with IAQ standardization, it is
impossible to receive any type of certification from authorities, but, based on evaluations over an 8 year period,
from various countries and relevant certifications from the US, Canada and the EU, it is possible for me to conclude
in my opinion that BioZone is completely safe for use around Human Beings and Animals.
The results of the tests conclude that the system greatly improves the IAQ on the floor where it was utilized, both
on the Microbiological level and complete elimination of the problematic odor, it is important to add that
testimonials by residents point out the fact that while the system was working, there were no report of Ailments.
Furthermore, the Technical Management & staff of the building who have been employed at that site since 2002
validate and conclude that “the Results were Impressive”!
It is relevant to state the fact that, as soon as the Pilot was concluded and the system was shut off pending Building
management approval, Ailment symptoms and Bad Odor returned.

Sincerely

Erica Sapir-GM
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